
 

 CAMERA OPERATOR 
Wanting to forge a career in filming sport? We're looking for a driven, dedicated and organised individuals to provide 
live broadcasts and on demand video coverage from various track & field events across the United Kingdom and 
Europe. 

During the competition you will collect a comprehensive coverage of the event for upload to the Vinco website and 
may be involved in live broadcasts of major events in both the UK and Europe. 

This may involve working on your own or working as part of the team to provide a complete coverage of both the 
track and field events. 

Please see examples of the footage we require by browsing the previous coverage on our website: 
http://www.runjumpthrow.com/videos/coverage. 

ROLE RESPONSIBILITY 

Camera Operators would be responsible for rigging, de-rigging and the preparation of electronic cameras and 
associated equipment including line-up. You would also be responsible for checking the equipment’s performance 
and safety. 

We are looking for Operators that possess initiative to work without close supervision and able to offer a creative 
solution within production restraints, sometimes away from base. 

THE IDEAL CANDIDATE 

Individuals will need to show evidence of the following: 

• Experience in the multi-camera field is preferable and applicants should list this experience in their 
application; 

• Ability to demonstrate a flexible working relationship with production; 
• A strong sense for picture composition; 
• A sufficient level of hearing and colour vision. Physical fitness and mobility are essential; 
• Excellent hand eye co-ordination is essential for framing shots and focusing; 
• Conversant with and able to act upon all relevant Health and Safety Rules and Regulations. 

When working with the wider Vinco team to produce coverage, we will provide all the equipment required to 
complete the broadcast. 

We have experience working with those without camera experience and we are willing to consider applicants who 
are interested in learning a new trait. 

SALARY 

Payment varies from meeting to meeting depending on the agreement we have with the organiser. The minimum 
will be a £55.00 per diem and we will also book your travel and hotel arrangements (with breakfast) if required. 

INTERESTED? 

Please email info@vincosport.com and be sure to tell us a little about yourself, such as where you are located and 
what kind of equipment you have access to. 

http://www.runjumpthrow.com/videos/coverage
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